SIGMADESIGN employee volunteer makes face shields to help with COVID-19
A lot of inspiring work is happening right now to
support efforts in the fight against COVID-19.
Already, many companies, nonprofits and individuals
have pitched in to help. But more needs to be done.
Jay Tucker, a Project Team Manager at
SIGMADESIGN, is an individual joining in the effort
by 3D printing face shields for healthcare workers
and others on the frontlines. From his home lab he
prints about 4-6 sets daily while he can keep
supplies stocked. He has been distributing to his
personal network of health providers.
Jay is looking to expand his connections with those
that need PPE’s in the Portland/SW Washington area and beyond. Even though there are many new
matching sites that connect makers with those that need supplies, he has had challenges getting
supplies to people in need because of policy restrictions. Still, Jay has been able to get shipments to
friends at OHSU, the VA Hospital, Providence, Kaiser Permanente, and others in New York.
SIGMADESIGN has also struggled with material
availability issues, but is ramping up the
production of face shields, surgical masks, and
cloth masks. The company has made over 700
“SIGMADESIGN-designed” masks, enough to
outfit all employees (2 for each person coming
into the headquarters or other facilities), and
one all other employees. They’ve also donated
many to vendors. If you are interested in making
your own cloth mask, SIGMADESIGN has a
pattern and instructions available on their
company blog. Please note, the “Sneeze Guard
Mask” is intended as a cough/sneeze guard only. It is not N95 rated, and will not filter. It should be
used only in conjunction with Social Distancing.

As production of Face Shields continue, deliveries
have been made to hospitals in Washington and
Hood River Oregon including Hood River Fire/EMS.
It’s great to see everyone pulling together towards
a common goal. Many people are helping to solve
problems in order to help those that are on the
front lines of fighting COVID-19.
For inquiries regarding face shields, please contact
Jay Tucker at: jtucker@sigmadzn.com or Douglas Burnette at: dburnette@sigmadzn.com
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testing, and manufacturing.
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